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1. Call to Order/Roll Call 

 
Meeting was called to order 6:31 pm.  
 
A quorum was established with seven members present:  Ms. S. Bachman- 
Williams, Mr. T. Beal, Mr. J. Burr, Ms. H. Erickson, Mr. G. Furnier, Ms. M.  
McClements and Mr. M. Roberts.  
Absent: Mr. P. O’Brien. 
IT: Ken Taylor 
Audience: Jodie Brown, PDSD; Nick Ross, PDSD; David Shambach, DESA, architect; Larry 
Kappler, KBL, owner/developer; Becky Kappler, KBL, owner/developer; Chris Sauer, project 
team; Greg Bedinger, resident; Jan Mulder, resident; and Linda Rosenfeld, resident. 

 
2. Approval of Minutes—January 21, 2020 

 
Mr. Beal made a motion to approve the minutes as presented, Mr. Roberts seconded. The 
motion was approved by 7 votes in favor, 0 opposed. 

 
3. Call to the Audience 

 
None. 

 
4. Administrative 

 
a. Election of Vice Chair 

 
b. Election of a Secretary 

 
  These items were discussed together.  
 

The Chair, Ms. McClements stated that she had reached out to the board and       
 identified Mr. Beal as a candidate for the position of Vice-Chair, and Mr. Burr as a  
 candidate for the position of Secretary. She again asked if any others members   
 were interested in the positions. Hearing none, Ms. McClements asked for a   
 motion to accept the slate. 

   
  Action taken:  Mr. Furnier made a motion to elect Mr. Beal as Vice Chair, and   
  Mr. Burr as Secretary. Motion seconded by Ms. Bachman-Williams. Motion was   
  approved by 7 votes in favor, 0 opposed. 

 
5. Reviews 
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 a. HPZ 20-009, 747 S. 6th Avenue 

Construction of a new mixed-use 4 story building and retention of the detached building 
currently on the parcel. 
Full Review/Contributing Resource  

 
Mr. Shambach, the architect for “The Baffert at 5 Points” introduced Mr. and Mrs. 
Kappler, the owners and developers for the project, and Mr. Sauer, their real estate 
leasing agent. He then outlined the process that had led to this specific project. The 
process over several years led to the rezoning of the primary parcel from HC-3 to C-3, 
but subject to rezoning conditions. He noted the process required APHZAB, PRS, IID-
DRC, Design Professional (DP), and PDSD Director review for the project. He noted that 
the DP had just approved the project. 
 
The historic building on the property is to be retained and has already been renovated by 
HPZ review and approvals. The required 30’ eastern setback, limited to a height of 25’ 
has been retained. The new 4 story building has been setback from the southern property 
line by 10’ to allow use of the sidewalk as a public plaza space in front of the ground floor 
retail and restaurant. To the north is a second plaza with skylight over the underground 
parking garage, an enclosed (fenced) area for outdoor dining, the in/out ramps leading to 
the garage and a trash enclosure along a one-way service access lane. Parking on site 
will be 14 underground spaces for the 14 residential units at 1/1, and 3 surface spaces, 
one for an HC van. No loading zone area is required but generally the access lane will be 
used. In addition, the developer is reconfiguring the on street spaces (18th St.) to allow 
for 10 spaces (vs.5 currently). The developer also plans on making an additional 20-24 
spaces available on an adjacent parcel he also owns (for retail and employees, primarily). 
They believe this will be adequate, considering area non-metered spaces. Finally 
completing the project are a developed landscaping plan that includes trees , plantings 
and planters on the parcel and in the right of ways to better direct pedestrian use areas 
and compliment a planned art project. 
 
Mr. Shambach presented the main review pages from the development package, 
especially the site plan, context photos, floor plans, elevations and perspective 
renderings. The building itself is a modern response to area defining characteristics and 
features two “bookend” towers faced in multicolored brick, detailed by steel grids and 
topped by a pedimented cornice of cantilevered steel that mimics historic designs. The 
central block is lower (3 stories), and features outdoor walkways ( top two stories) on the 
south, faced with punched, curved steel panels, that also include cut-outs that mimic 
traditional openings, and glass storefronts on the ground floor. The north facade is a grid 
of metal framed glass windows over decorative CMU masonry. No changes are planned 
for the contributing historic structure that has already been renovated per historic 
guidelines. A site plan also showed plantings and an outdoor barbecue area for 
residents. It’s anticipated that there will be a roof deck on the central portion that features 
planting areas (in boxes). 

 
The Board noted that the project now incorporates the 76’ x 184.8 parcel that was 
rezoned to C-3, and also now includes a 39’ x 184’ adjacent parcel to the north that 
retains the HC-3 zoning. As such, different criteria apply to the reviews. The C-3 parcel 
review is primarily for compatibility with the adjacent historic district, and compliance with 
the rezoning conditions. The HC-3 portion should meet HPZ design review criteria. It was 
noted also that since the Height Text Amendment (HTA) was adopted, the IID process 
could allow both a height (48’ max.) and materials waiver for the project on the H zoned 
portion of the project site. 
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The Board had concerns about the requested parking reductions because although the 
residential component was covered, the retail (1-6 spaces, TBD) was more problematic 
and noted that the area plans of street spaces available had also been used to support 
other intensive development in the area. Mr. Shambach explained that the onsite parking 
was all that could be accommodated on the revised site plan. Mr. Kappler noted that he 
had every intention of making parking available on the adjacent lot by separate lease 
arrangement so that the building uses could reasonably be supported. It was noted that 
both TEP and TDOT appear to have approved the reconfigured parking spaces on 18th 
St. at KBL’s expense. 
 
The Board had concerns about the underground parking garage. The Board appreciated 
that the parking was below grade and less visible, but noted some of it and the lane into 
the garage was on the H portion of the lot. The revised Armory Park Design Guidelines, 
though not yet formally approved by the COT, have been approved by APHZAB. They 
restrict entrance/ exits on structured parking to business corridors, not residential streets, 
and to not face residences. (Please see minutes for the text read into the record.) There 
are no structured parking garages in the HPZ. However, it was noted that an additional 
entrance/ exit at this specific intersection would complicate pedestrian access in the area, 
and that mitigation funds for the adjacent residents were included in the rezoning 
requirements. The directional signs (one-way, right-turn only) will help mitigate the 
impacts. 
 
The Board had some concerns over some design elements and materials, especially on 
the primary facade (6th Ave.) and the H portion of the lot. The architect stated he 
believed that the cornice, openings, open areas, brick lintels and design details were all 
district compatible. The board noted that because the project will be seen as a single 
entity and that the materials exception in the HTA could be interpreted for the specific IID 
project, some exceptions could be made. The building is intended to be modern but 
compatible. 
 
The single biggest concern of the Board was the request for the eastern tower block to 
extend past the 48’ maximum total height limit set in the rezoning conditions. The 
architect noted that the 50’ height had been a design preference determined by the 
requirements of the elevator mechanics and that the current design preference was for 
the entire pediment of that tower to be raised to that height. The Board asked if the 
cornice/ roof cap height could be lowered to 48’ to match the western block, with only the 
elevator shaft area going to a reasonable taller height (per the rezoning requirement) 
above the cap. After some discussion, Mr. Shambach thought he could reasonably 
accommodate the request. 
 
The Board thanked both the architect and developer for their work in producing a 
thoughtful concept and design for the project. 
 
Action taken: Mr. Burr made a motion to recommend approval of the project as 
presented with the specific conditions of: 1) both tower elements with cornice and roof 
caps should be limited to the 48’ maximum height restriction (rezoning condition and HTA 
limit) and only the elevator shaft may exceed that limit as is practically functional; 2) the 
materials used on the H portion of the lot that are not historically compatible are only 
approved as part of the IID specific project and not a precedent for other HC-3 parcels in 
the district; 3) the parking structure ingress/egress (as specific to this project/ location) 
shall not set a precedent impacting the proposed Armory Park Design Guidelines which 
prohibit proposed parking structures from ingress/egress on to residential streets or to 
face residences; and 4) [as amended] that because of the approved HTA, APHZAB 
objects to any further reductions of, or re-zonings out of the HPZ. Mr. Roberts seconded 
the motion. Discussion ensued. Mr. Beal requested that the fourth item be added to the 
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original 3 conditions. Mr. Burr agreed to amend the motion, as did Mr. Roberts, as the 
second. Other discussed possible amendments were rejected. 
 
Motion (as amended) passed with 7 votes in favor:  Ms. Bachman-Williams, Mr. Beal, Mr. 
Burr, Ms. Erickson, Mr. Furnier, Ms. McClements, and Mr. Roberts. 0 votes opposed. 

 
6. Design Guidelines Project 

 
a. Update on the design guidelines 
 

Ms. McClements stated that the guidelines are still under review. PRS members have 
been reviewing and will get their proposed revisions back to us when they are finished. 

 
7. Minor Review Update 

 

a. Updates of recent Minor Review provided 
 
334 E 14

th
 Street – Standing seam metal roofing to replace galvanized metal was 

approved on 1-31-20.  

 
8. Call to the Board 

 
  Ms. McClements thanked Ms. Erickson for joining the board and officially welcomed her. 

She also thanked Ms. Erickson for sharing the article “24 Reasons Historic Preservation 
is Good For Your Community.” 
 

  Mr. Beal thanked the board for electing him Vice Chair. 
 

  Mr. Burr thanked the board for electing him Secretary. He mentioned that he had worked 
with Mr. Taku to better understand the APHZAB actions on a prior reviewed project. He 
noted that M&C had held a Study Session earlier in the day which directed staff to begin 
a process to discuss possible changes to FLD’s and requested that the board include a 
discussion item on a future agenda about FLD’s in HPZ’s to help in that effort. He also 
requested another future agenda item to discuss better use by the board of the COT 
PRO information in our future reviews. 

 

  Mr. Roberts commented on the timing (Gem Show) of new area transportation projects. 

  
9. Call to the Audience 

 
Ms. Brown noted that two recent Op-ed articles (anti-historic preservation) had been 
published in Forbes magazine and in the New York Times that identified historic preservation 
districts as impediments to the needed redevelopment/greening of cities; the article in favor of 
historic preservation had been a response to those editorials. She offered to share the 
articles with the board. 

 
10. Future Agenda Items-Information Only 

 
None. 

 
11. Adjournment  

 
Meeting adjourned 7:49 pm. The next APHZAB meeting is scheduled to be on March 17, 
2020. 


